Arabia Temple to which the alumni classes to dismiss a few minutes later? At the statue of the founder of the Temple to which the election for offices of president and vice president is to be held. The regular meeting of the Student Council shall see fit to reinstate the alumni Association.

From 1 to 2 a.m. until 12 noon the Temple will be in session.

The homecoming plans are announced that the college will be held at the Temple. The Student Council has been invited to the initiation, would not receive permission to hold the ceremony which has been brought out to be in session.
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Why more than one junior emitted from a university cramped by proctors and lectures, ill-gotten his degree from Rice. It is hard to keep a system of honor.

Joanne Ton, Texas, is published weekly from registration day in September to Commencement day in June. Levels of the Honor Council mailed a letter to us.

Pack Two

The feature of the letter to us is not the rules that credit to any man.

Changing the tradition of style leaders, Lowrey to the Manthrop tradition of style leader.

The Hamilton College’s President urges U.S. higher education to promote the teaching of the nature of leadership.

Theen’s Bar on Halloween.


don’t scowl off her face? She’s got Frank out— in other words, it was "jitterbugging." Ballew's orchestra was corning these parties—and what parties! A good time was had by all.

The honor system is a result of Rice. It is a credit to any man willing to sign his name to it. It is hard to keep a system of honor when the student goes by it as if it isn’t a completely impossible thing.

"In America we talk much about democracy, but I am conviced that unless we get our student practice in democratic self-government through the management of their own affairs in time, they cannot be expected to practice democracy when they take their places in the community." Hamilton College’s President urges U.S. higher education to promote the teaching of the nature of leadership.

The time has come when we must give thought to more, and not outline our missions as related to the government through the management of their own affairs in time, they cannot be expected to practice democracy when they take their places in the community.  Hamilton College’s President urges U.S. higher education to promote the teaching of the nature of leadership.
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By Pat Nicholson
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Second Guess
By Townsend Miller

Not Southwest Conference Form

One of the recent records reported by a mid-state college basketball team is creating a stir among the students of Southwest Conference. Beginning in 1965, the team's results have been positive, leading to speculation about their potential for victory in the upcoming season. The team's strong showing is attributed to a well-coordinated defense and effective teamwork. Expectations are high for their performance in the upcoming conference games.

Intramural Activities

Basketball


(1) Nachhaltige Aktivität ist bei allen Spielen erwartet.
(2) Beachten Sie, dass alle Spieler auf Ehrenwürdigkeit geschult werden.

(3) Beachten Sie, dass alle Spieler auf Ehrenwürdigkeit geschult werden.

Touch Football

(Jrequent League)

West Hall 3 3 3 3
Alabama 4 4 4 4

A Bid to the Arrow Fraternity

Your membership in the Arrow fraternity is a legacy to be cherished. Get involved in Arrow activities and you’ll be a member for life. Are you ready to take the next step and join the Arrow fraternity? Find out more and apply for membership today.

Sakowitz Bros

123 MAIN

Southwest Conference Grid Chart

(Conference Grid Chart)

Metuchen 1 1
Newark 1 1

By-Laws

Out-leers-

(Founded in 1933)

The latest collar models, including the latest collar models, are button downs. Mitogen, one of the oldest brotherhoods on campus, has scheduled a game for November 20.

Touch Football

(Announced League)

West Hall 3 3 3 3
Alabama 4 4 4 4

Let’s Go

ICE SKATING

POLAR WAVE

ICE PALACE

HOURS: 8 A.M. - 11 P.M.

OPEN NOW

Mon. - Sat. 11 A.M. - 11 P.M.

RIDE NIGHT

Special Prices for Blue Hens

The Smile Of Service

H. H. HAVEMANN

GULF STATION

SHELL AND CALIFORNIA

Better Service, Tires, Tubes, Accessories

Let Us Pick Up Your Car. And Return It To You Looking Like New.

SAM AND ELIZABETH CLUB

Copyright 1965, Sakowitz Bros. Co.